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Abstract
We introduce a new bivariate polynomial J(G;x,y) := ∑
W∈V (G)
x|W |y|N(W)| which
contains the standard domination polynomial of the graph G in two different ways.
We build methods for efficient calculation of this polynomial and prove that there
are still some families of graphs which have the same bivariate polynomial.
1 Introduction
Every graph G within this paper will be assumed to be simple and undirected, and
have vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). The closed neighbourhood of a set W of
vertices is denoted NG[W ] and includes all vertices which are either inW or are joined
to a vertex in W (or both). A dominating set in G is a subset of verticesW such that
NG[W ] =V (G).
We define the external neighbourhood of any W ⊆ V (G) as NG(W ) := NG[W ]−W .
Note that the latter definition is not necessarily the same as
⋃
w∈W NG(w), which has
been used as NG(W ) in other related articles such as [5]. We will use N[W ] and N(W )
instead of NG[W ] and NG(W ) where the underlying graph can be inferred. The valency
of vertex v is the cardinality of the set N({v}), also called the degree of v, but that
terminology is avoided as we are dealing with polynomials which also have degrees.
The domination polynomial D(G, t) := ∑
W∈V(G);
N[W ]=V (G)
t |W | has been used by many authors
(e.g. [2], [6]) to study many domination properties of graphs.
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We introduce a second variable and perform the summation over all vertex subsets of
the graph as follows:
Definition 1. J(G;x,y) := ∑
W∈V (G)
x|W |y|N(W )|, and we refer to it as J(G) when x and y
are assumed to be the variables in the polynomial.
Note that D(G, t) is represented within this polynomial as the coefficient of y|V (G)| in
J(G,yt,y) = ∑
W∈V (G)
t |W |y|N[W ]|, but also, as shown in [4], as
D(G, t) = (1+ t)|V(G)|J(G,
−1
1+ t
,
1
1+ t
) (1)
The domination polynomial has also been generalised to a three variable bipartition
polynomial in [3] and the authors have shown that J(G;x,y) = B(G;x,1− y,−1). Any
disconnected graphwith componentsG1 andG2, by the analagous result in [3], satisfies
J(G1∪G2) = J(G1)J(G2) (2)
As in [6] we will use conditional polynomials to build up expressions for J(G;x,y):
Definition 2. J(G|c(W )) is the polynomial which contributes a non-zero term only
when condition c(W ) is additionally satisfied by the subset W of the vertices of G.
As introduced in [10] we define the following operation on any vertex v in a graph G:
Definition 3. The vertex contraction G\v is the graph resulting from adding edges
between all vertices in NG(v) to G and then deleting v.
2 A Recurrence for the Bivariate Polynomial
We will gradually built expressions for conditional polynomials of a graph, before
combining them to give non-conditional expressions involving subgraphs. We start
with the condition of a vertex a being in the setW :
Lemma 1. Given any vertex a in G we have
J(G|a ∈W,NG(a)∩W =∅) = xy
|NG(a)|J(G−NG[a])
Proof. Since a∈W all neighbours of a will necessarily be dominated and by definition
are not inW so cannot dominate any others. Hence the contribution of these vertices to
the polynomial is a factor of xy|NG(a)| and the remaining vertices in the graph G−N[a]
will have to depend on themselves to dominate or be dominated.
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Lemma 2. Given any vertex a in G we have
J(G|a ∈W,NG(a)∩W 6=∅) = x(J(G\a)− J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅))
Proof. Every set of vertices {a∈W,NG(a)∩W 6=∅} can be counted by x(J(G\a|NG[a]∩
W 6= ∅) since if a is in W and some vertices in NG(a) are also in W then NG(W ) =
{a}∪NG\a(W ) so we must also multiply by x to account for the a ∈ V (G) that is re-
moved in G\a so that
J(G|a ∈W,NG(a)∩W 6=∅) = x(J(G\a|NG(a)∩W 6=∅)
= x(J(G\a)− J(G\a|NG(a)∩W =∅))
= x(J(G\a)− J(G− a|NG(a)∩W =∅))
= x(J(G\a)− J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅)),
which is the answer required.
Combining these two Lemmas we get a simpler expression:
Corollary 1. For any vertex a in G, the entries for the bivariate domination polynomial
which correspond to sets containing a is:
J(G|a ∈W ) = y|NG(a)|xJ(G−NG[a])+ x(J(G\a)− J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅))
Proof. Using Lemmas 1 and 2:
J(G|a ∈W ) = J(G|a ∈W,NG(a)∩W =∅)+ J(G|a ∈W,NG(a)∩W 6=∅)
= y|NG(a)|xJ(G−NG[a])+ x(J(G\a)− J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅))
which gives us a reduction involving the polynomials of three smaller graphs, just one
of which is conditional.
Similarly, we can build the two cases of a vertex a not being in the vertex subsetW :
Lemma 3. For any vertex a of G
J(G|a 6∈W,NG(a)∩W =∅) = J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅)
Proof. By definition, NG[a] := {a}∪NG(a), so we can combine the two conditions.
As in Lemma 2 we can deal with the final case similarly:
Lemma 4. For any vertex a of G we have
J(G|a 6∈W,NG(a)∩W 6=∅) = y(J(G− a)− J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅))
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Proof. Since there is a vertex in W that is adjacent to a and a is not in W , a must
contribute a factor of y to the polynomial and will not dominate any other vertices.
Thus
J(G|a 6∈W,NG(a)∩W 6=∅) = y(J(G− a|NG(a)∩W 6=∅))
= y(J(G− a)− J(G− a|NG(a)∩W =∅))
= y(J(G− a)− J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅))
since we can re-use the fact that a 6∈W .
Now, combining these two Lemmas we can see that:
Corollary 2. For any vertex a of G we have:
J(G|a 6∈W ) = yJ(G− a)+ (1− y)J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅)
Proof. Applying Lemmas 3 and 4 we get:
J(G|a 6∈W ) = J(G|a 6∈W,NG(a)∩W =∅)+ J(G|a 6∈W,NG(a)∩W 6=∅)
= J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅)+ y(J(G− a)− J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅))
= yJ(G− a)+ (1− y)J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅)
and we note that this involves the same condition as Corollary 1.
This conditional polynomial can now be found in terms of non-conditional ones:
Lemma 5. For any vertex a in G, if x 6= 1− y,
J(G|NG[a]∩W =∅)) =
(
J(G)− xy|NG(a)|J(G−NG[a])− xJ(G\a)− yJ(G− a)
)
1− x− y
Proof. We will begin by breaking up the general polynomial for G into two cases with
respect to a being inW :
J(G) = J(G|a ∈W )+ J(G|a 6∈W ) (3)
From Corollaries 1 and 2 we know that this is:
J(G) = xy|N(a)|J(G−N[a])+ x(J(G\a)− J(G|N[a]∩W =∅))
+ yJ(G− a)+ (1− y)J(G|N[a]∩W =∅)
We can then rearrange this to get the desired formula for J(G|N[a]∩W =∅).
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We can combine Lemma 5 and Corollary 1 to see that for any vertex a of G we have:
J(G|a ∈W )
x
=
(1− y)J(G\a)+ yJ(G− a)+(1− y)y|N(a)|J(G−N[a])− J(G)
1− x− y
(4)
We can now prove a general result for any graph G which contains a vertex v which is
domination covered; that is, there exists a vertex u ∈ NG(v) such that NG[v]⊆ NG[u].
Theorem 1. If v is domination covered by u in a graph G then
J(G) = (x+ y)J(G− v)− y(x+ y)J(G−u− v)+ yJ(G−u)
+(1− y)(J(G\v)− yJ((G− u)\v)− xJ((G− v)\u))
−x(1− y)y|NG(u)|−1J(G−NG[u]).
Proof. As in Lemma 5 we start by splitting the bivariate polynomial conditionally;
J(G|v ∈W ) = J(G|u ∈W,v ∈W )+ J(G|u 6∈W,v ∈W ) (5)
Since N[v] ⊆ N[u] we necessarily have J(G|u 6∈W,v ∈W ) = yJ(G− u|v ∈W ) and
J(G|u ∈W,v ∈W ) = xJ(G− v|u ∈W ). Substituting for these three terms in Equation
(5) we get:
J(G|v ∈W ) = xJ(G− v|u∈W )+ yJ(G− u|v∈W ).
We can now use Equation (4) for each of these cases, getting:
x
(
(1− y)J(G\v)+ yJ(G− v)+(1− y)y|NG(v)|J(G−NG[v])− J(G)
)
1− x− y
=
x2 ((1− y)J((G− v)\u)+ yJ(G− v−u))
1− x− y
+
x2
(
(1− y)y|NG−v(u)|J(G− v−NG−v[u])− J(G− v)
)
1− x− y
+
xy((1− y)J((G− u)\v)+ yJ(G−u− v))
1− x− y
+
xy
(
(1− y)y|NG−u(v)|J(G− u−NG−u[v])− J(G− u)
)
1− x− y
Cancelling the common factor of x
1−x−y , assuming that x 6= 0 and x 6= 1− y, we get:
0 = −(1− y)J(G\v)− yJ(G− v)− (1− y)y|N(v)|J(G−NG[v])+ J(G)
+x(1− y)J((G− v)\u)+ xyJ(G− v−u)
+x(1− y)y|NG−v(u)|J(G− v−NG−v[u])− xJ(G− v)
+y(1− y)J((G− u)\v)+ y2J(G− u− v)
+(1− y)y|NG−u(v)|+1J(G− u−NG−u[v])− yJ(G− u)
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Making J(G) the subject of this equation, collecting like terms, and noting that G−
u−NG−u[v] = G−NG[v] and |NG−u(v)|+ 1 = |NG(v)|, the two terms involving these
expressions cancel. Similarly |NG−v(u)| = |NG(u)| − 1 and G− v−NG−v[u] = G−
NG[u] so we get the desired result.
Major simplifications of this result can exist in certain circumstances which reduce the
number of smaller graphs produced by the recurrence from seven to much fewer:
Corollary 3. If G contains a vertex v of valency 1 with neighbour u then
J(G) = (1+ x)J(G− v)+ x(y− 1)
(
J((G− v)\u)+ y(|NG(u)|−1)J(G−NG[u])
)
Proof. In such a graph G, by Equation (2), we know that J(G− u) = J(K1 ∪G− u−
v) = (1+ x)J(G− u− v), G\v= G− v and (G− u)\v= G− u− v. Thus, substituting
these into Theorem 1 we get:
J(G) = (x+ y)J(G− v)− y(x+ y)J(G−u− v)+ yJ(G−u)
+(1− y)(J(G− v)− yJ((G− u− v)− xJ((G− v)\u))
−x(1− y)y|NG(u)|−1J(G−NG[u]).
The coefficient of J(G−v) is (x+y)+(1−y) = 1+x as required and the coefficient of
J(G−u−v) is−y(x+y)+y(1+x)−(1−y)y= 0, leaving us with exactly the equation
stated.
As a result of the vertex contraction operation, it is common to create cliques within the
resulting graph and these graphs can then have their polynomials expressed in terms of
those of just three graphs again.
Corollary 4. If G contains two vertices u and v such that NG−v(u) =NG−u(v) = L and
all vertices of L are adjacent then
J(G) = (1+ x+ y)J(G− v)− (x+ y)J((G− v−u)+ x(1− y)y(|NG(u)|−1)J(G−NG[u])
Proof. If G has these vertices then J(G− u) = J(G− v) = J(G\v) and G− u− v =
(G− u)\v= (G− v)\u. As before we use these in Theorem 1 and find:
J(G) = (x+ y)J(G− v)− y(x+ y)J(G−u− v)+ yJ(G− v)
+(1− y)(J(G− v)− yJ((G− u− v)− xJ((G− v−u))
−x(1− y)y|NG(u)|−1J(G−NG[u]).
The coefficient of J(G− v) is (x+ y) + y+ (1− y) = 1+ x+ y as required and the
coefficient of J(G−u−v) is−y(x+y)− (1−y)y− (1−y)x=−y(x+y)− (1−y)(x+
y) = (−y− 1+ y)(x+ y)=−(x+ y), as required.
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3 Reductions for Special Graphs and Cut Vertices and
Edges
Both Corollaries 3 and 4 are able to be used to quickly calculate the bivariate poly-
nomials of many small graphs, but firstly a few base cases and other straightforward
results should be established:
For the complete graph Kn every non-empty set dominates all other vertices and so we
have, for n≥ 1:
J(Kn) = (x+ y)
n− yn+ 1
The end vertices of paths satisfy Corollary 3 and so we have, for n≥ 4:
J(Pn) = (1+ x)J(Pn−1)+ x(y− 1)(J(Pn−2)+ yJ(Pn−3))
More generally, we can deduce simple conditional results for pendant vertices as well;
let us suppose that v is a vertex of valency 1 and u is its neighbour. These are similar
to Corollaries 1 and 2, but have simpler conditions.
J(G|v ∈W ) = xJ(G− v|u∈W )+ xyJ(G− v− u) (6)
J(G|v 6∈W ) = (y− 1)J(G− v|u∈W )+ J(G− v)
These come from considering the cases of when u is and is not in W separately and
simplifying to subgraphs with appropriate factors of x or y depending on whether or
not u or v is inW or if they are dominated.
It is possible to use the results from Section 2 to get relations in other special cases too,
such as cut vertices or edges. The graphs that result from these are significantly smaller
than the original graph and so are much more quickly calculated.
Lemma 6. If e= uv is a cut-edge of a graph G then
J(G) = J(G− e)+ (y− 1)J(G− e|u∈W,NG−e[v]∩W =∅)
+(y− 1)J(G− e|NG−e[u]∩W =∅,v ∈W )
Proof. The only difference between the contribution to J(G) or J(G− e) from a set
W occurs when exactly one vertex of e is in W , and, moreover, it is the only vertex
dominating the other vertex of e. In this case there is a contribution of y from these
vertices for G but a contribution of 1 for G− e.
Lemma 7. If v is a cut-vertex of a graph G and we split G into different components
C1, . . .Cl , each with their own copy of vertex V then
J(G) =
1
xl−1
l
∏
j=1
J(C j|v ∈W )+ y
l
∏
j=1
J(C j− v)+ (1− y)
l
∏
j=1
J(C j|NC j [v]∩W =∅)
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Proof. Given v as a cut vertex, it is either inW or not. If it is then we split the graph,
duplicating v, and know it will contribute x to each component, but only x to G, so
we divide by xl−1. For most other choices of W , vertex v will be dominated by a
neighbour, and so contribute y, unless none of the neighbours of v are inW , in which
case the contribution will be 1 instead.
Note that this result also implies that J(G|v∈W ) = 1
xl−1
∏
l
j=1 J(C j|v∈W ) and J(G|v 6∈
W ) = y∏lj=1 J(C j− v)+ (1− y)∏
l
j=1 J(C j|NC j [v]∩W = ∅). In both lemmas 6 and 7
we get terms which can be further expanded using expressions from Section 2, namely
Lemma 5 and the observation following it. However, can be more useful to utilise these
results in their basic forms, as will be shown in Section 4.
4 Two families of graphs which share a polynomial
Using the results in Corollaries 3 and 4 and Lemmas 6 and 7 it becomes practical to
compute the polynomial for larger graphs, especially trees since there are many cut
vertices and vertices of valency 1 at each stage of the recursive calculation. This led to
the discovery of the following pair of trees which are not isomorphic (since the vertices
of valency at least 3 form a different induced subgraph in the two graphs) but they have
the same valency sequence and also the polynomial.
Figure 1: Two trees with the same bivariate domination polynomial
In fact, it is the case that if we take four copies of any graph G and choose any subset S
of vertices of G and join the vertices from S to each of the four vertices of the tree that
are attached via downward edges in Figure 1 then the two graphs shown in Figure 2 that
result are again non-isomorphic, but they can be shown to have the same polynomial.
The key observation to begin with is that the deletion of the two marked edges from
either L1 or L2 in Figure 2 leaves the same subgraph.
If we apply Lemma 6 to each graph using e1 and e2 then we will produce nine graphs
which are mostly made of components which are made of paths and copies of the graph
Gwith some restrictions on which vertices can be inW . These are summarised in Table
1, using the key in Figure 3.
Some of the subgraphs which require the vertex furthest from G (v or the vertex of
valency 1) to either be inW or outside of it will be denoted with a + or − superscript,
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L1 :
e1 e2
G G G G
L2 :
e1
e2
G G G G
Figure 2: The general pair of graphs with the same polynomial
v
G1: G2: G3: H1: H:
G G G G G G G
Figure 3: Subgraphs resulting from L1 and L2 using Lemma 6
respectively, so J(G+1 ) := J(G1|v ∈W ) and J(G
−
1 ) := J(G1|v 6∈W ), etc. Finally, the
polynomial whose graph is G but none of the vertices from S are inW will be denoted
J(G′) := J(G|S∩W =∅).
In Table 1 “L" refers to the graph in which the left vertex of their edge in Figure 2 is
in W and the right vertex and its neighbourhood are forced to be out of W , and the
opposite for “R", whereas “D" means to simply delete the edge under consideration.
Note that the polynomial resulting from two “L"s or two “R"s is 0 since in those cases
a vertex in the graph is forced to be both in and out ofW simultaneously. The polyno-
mials in x and y result from the short paths left over after using Lemma 7. From the
expansions using Lemma 6 the terms with one “D" are multiplied by (y−1) and those
with none by (y− 1)2.
We can then further simplify these polynomials, firstly using Lemma 6 again on the
graphs involving H and H1 to produce the following relations:
J(H1) = J(G2)J(G1)+ (y− 1)(x+ y+ 1)J(G
′)J(G+1 )
J(H+1 ) = J(G
+
2 )J(G1)+ x(y− 1)J(G
′)J(G+1 ) (7)
J(H−) = J(G−1 )J(G1)+ (y− 1)J(G
′)J(G+1 )
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e1,e2 J(L1) J(L2)
D,D J(G2)J(G3)J(H1) J(G2)J(H1)J(G3)
D,L (x2+ 2xy+ y)J(G2)J(G
+
1 )J(G
′)J(G−1 ) J(G2)J(H
+
1 )J(G
−
1 )
D,R
(xy+1)(x+y)
x
J(G2)J(G
′)J(G+1 )J(G
−
1 ) (x+ y)J(G2)J(H
−)J(G+2 )
L,D J(G+2 )J(G
−
1 )J(H1) (x+ y)J(G
+
1 )J(G
′)J(G−1 )J(G3)
L,L 0 0
L,R
(x+y)
x
J(G+2 )J(G
′)J(G+1 )J(G
+
2 ) (x+ y)
2J(G+2 )J(G
′)J(G−1 )J(G
+
2 )
R,D (x+ y)J(G−1 )J(G
+
2 )J(H1)
(x+y)
x
J(G′)J(G+1 )J(G
+
2 )J(G3)
R,L x(x+ y)J(G−1 )J(G
+
1 )J(G
′)J(G−1 ) J(G
′)J(G+1 )J(G
+
2 )J(G
−
1 )
R,R 0 0
Table 1: Initial Breakdown of the two graphs using Lemma 6 on e1 and e2
We want to show that the column sums of the polynomials in Table 1 are the same
polynomial. The first line of the table is the same, just re-arranged, so that can be
removed, and substituting the expressions in Equation (7) forH andH1 into the relevant
entries in Table 1 gives exactly four terms without a J(G′) term and they sum to (1+
x+ y)J(G1)J(G2)J(G
−
1 )J(G
+
2 ) for each column, so we can ignore each of those parts
from now on.
At this stage we have the following as the expression J(L1)− J(L2) after dividing by
(x+ y)(y−1)J(G+1 )J(G
′) which appears as a coefficient of each remaining expression
after collecting similar terms and we can factor it as shown in Equation (8):
(x+ 1)J(G2)J(G
−
1 )+
(x+ 1)
x
J(G2)J(G
+
2 )+
(y− 1)
x
J(G+2 )J(G
+
2 ) (8)
+ x(y− 1)J(G−1 )J(G
−
1 )+ 2(y− 1)J(G
+
2 )J(G
−
1 )− J(G3)J(G
−
1 )−
1
x
J(G3)J(G
+
2 )
=
(
xJ(G−1 )+ J(G
+
2 )
x
)(
(x+ 1)J(G2)+ (y− 1)J(G
+
2 )+ x(y− 1)J(G
−
1 )− J(G3)
)
Finally we can make the following substitutions for the terms involving G2, G
+
2 and
G3, which follow by considering the different possibilities for the vertices furthest from
G and whether or not they are inW as was done in Equation (6) and substituting other
terms until only those involving G and G1 are left:
J(G2) = xJ(G
+
1 )+ xyJ(G)
J(G+2 ) = (x+ y)J(G
+
1 )+ J(G
−
1 )+ xyJ(G)
J(G3) = (x+ y)J(G
+
2 )+ (x+ 1)yJ(G
+
1 )+ (xy+ 1)J(G
−
1 )
= (x2+ 2xy+ y)J(G+1 )+ (xy+ 1)J(G
−
1 )+ xy(x+ y)J(G)
These substitutions show that J(L1)− J(L2) = 0 as required.
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5 Addition of a 4-cycle to a graph in two ways
Looking at the small graphs, most do not have a non-isomorphic graph with the same
polynomial, unlike the standard domination polynomial, but there is one circumstance
which does arise often and can be explained as follows.
Suppose we have a graph M and choose two of its vertices a and b which are not
adjacent. We will add two vertices c and d of valency 2 to M in two different ways to
form two graphsM1 andM2 and we will show that, under some special circumstances,
that J(M1) = J(M2).
To formM1 we add the edges ab, bc, cd and ad and to formM2 we instead add ac, bc,
ad and bd as shown in Figure 4. We can see thatM1 andM2 are not isomorphic so long
as both a and b have at least one edge from them since then the number of vertices of
valency 2 adjacent to all vertices of valency at least 3 is two more in M2 thanM1.
M1 :=
a
b
d
c
M2 :=
a
b
d
c
Figure 4: Two ways to add two vertices and four edges to a graphM
With regards sets and domination, first note that every set which contains at least two
of a, b, c and d will necessary dominate all four of these vertices and any subset S of
V (M)\{a,b} when extended by such a set to either M1 or M2 will dominate the same
number of vertices, so that the contributions to J(M1) and J(M2) are the same. We can
draw a similar conclusion when no vertices of {a,b,c,d} are in a subset of V (M1) or
V (M2) or when there are no neighbours of a and b in S. Hence we are left to consider
the case when exactly one vertex from {a,b,c,d} is in a subset of V (M1) or V (M2),
and we need to consider what that contributes to each polynomial.
Theorem 2. If M is a graph (which does not have an edge between vertices a and b)
such that every vertex in N(a)∩N(b) is adjacent to every vertex in M and all vertices
in N(a)\N(b) are adjacent to all vertices in N(b) (or vice versa) then J(M1) = J(M2).
Proof. SupposeM is such a graph and let S be a subset of vertices from V (M)\{a,b}.
Case 1: Suppose that either there is a vertex from S in N(a)∩N(b) or there are vertices
in both N(a)\N(b) and N(b)\N(a) in S.
In both cases, by the conditions on M, all vertices in M within N(a)∪N(b) are either
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in S or are dominated by a vertex from V (M), and in particular a and b are both dom-
inated by vertices in S. Now, let us consider which vertices in M1 and M2 will now
be dominated by S depending on which single vertex from {a,b,c,d} is added to S.
The vertices from S\{a,b,c,d} will all contribute the same for both M1 and M2 since
all neighbours of a and b are already dominated, and a and b would both contribute a
factor of y before considering which vertex from {a,b,c,d} is added.
If a is added then only d is newly dominated in M1, so only an extra factor of x is
created in the polynomial, but for M2 both c and d are dominated by a so we get xy as
an extra factor. A similar situation occurs when b is added. However, when c or d is
added in M1 we will get xy as a factor, but for M2 the only factor is x since a and b are
already dominated by the vertices in S. Thus the factor which is contributed to both
J(M1) and J(M2) is 2x+ 2xy by the sets with one vertex added.
Case 2: Suppose that either there are no vertices from S in N(b)∩N(a) and, say, there
is no vertex from N(b) in S, but there exists a vertex v ∈ N(a)\N(b) in S. Note that all
vertices in N(b) are dominated by v by the second condition onM from the theorem.
Similarly to before, the contribution from a and b before adding a vertex from {a,b,c,d}
is y from v dominating a. If a is the vertex being added then, in M1, both b and d are
newly dominated, as well as any neighbours of a previously undominated by S. How-
ever, for M2 we get the same contribution, since c and d are newly dominated. With
d added, we get a contribution of xy since a was already dominated, but d’s other
neighbour is undominated, for bothM1 andM2.
When b is added instead, in M1 we only get an additional factor of xy since all of b’s
other neighbours were already dominated. ForM2 we get xy
2 though, since both c and
d are newly dominated. This is matched in reverse by what happens when we add d;
for M1 we get xy
2 since d is newly added and b and c were undominated, but for M2
only b was undominated, so we only get xy.
Thus the contributions to J(M1) and J(M2) are the same and we can make a symmetric
argument for when there is no vertex from N(a) in S in the same way. In all circum-
stances the polynomials forM1 andM2 are the same.
6 Conclusion
We have shown that by extending the definition of the domination polynomial that we
are able to still calculate the new polynomial using similar recurrence relations and
conditions. However only a few graphs do not have a unique bivariate polynomial and
we have exhibited two ways that can occur.
Some open questions that arise from this work are as follows:
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1. Are there other similar infinite familes of graphs with the same bivariate domi-
nation polynomial and is there an easier way to show they are the same?
2. Is there any significance for the polynomial J(G;x,1− x)? The term (1+ x+ y)
appears often as a denominator in Section 2. Considering the term (x+ y), the
polynomial J(G,x,−x) is related to the domination polynomial via Equation (2).
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